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Brexit Takes A “EU”-Turn

Equity Market YTD Returns (%)

Leave. Not exactly the outcome the market had been hoping for, but last we checked
the UK has not sunk into the North Sea, so everyone take a deep breath and let’s put
this into perspective.
The outcome of the referendum has near-term negative implications for the global
economy; the long-term impacts are less certain. Over the next few days, we will
hear more rumbling from member countries thinking of leaving the EU, and this will
create more volatility. However, EU President Donald Tusk was quick to say the EU is
determined to keep the bloc unified. We believe this is the market’s primary longterm concern, that the European experiment fails and those members that have
struggled within the framework (remember the PIIGS?) also decide to exit the union.
The potential unraveling of the Eurozone would be an obvious negative for the global
economy. That said, we’re not even close to this point, so we’ll put this worry on the
back burner for now. In the near term, markets will be in risk-off mode until we
receive more clarity on the following:


What monetary policy action will be taken (can you hear the printing presses
humming?). Central banks around the world have already pledged to take action
to avert a breakdown in the financial system. BoE Governor Mark Carney has said
the bank is ready to take more measures and provide additional £250 bln
liquidity, BoJ’s Kuroda also said his central bank is prepared to act. Remember
that Fed rate hike everyone has been taking about? Well, that is likely off the
table for now, as the implied probability has fallen to 11% in December, down
51%
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Technical Considerations
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What is the political and economic contagion for the EU? Brexit heightens
referendum risk in countries like France, Italy and Netherlands - France’s far-right
National Front party is already calling for a referendum. Peripheral spreads have
widened significantly, which will create economic difficulties for those countries.
Recall the ECB initiated a bond buying program earlier this decade to suppress
peripheral bond prices; the central bank will likely need to step up their efforts to
contain this. The ECB said they will address this at their next scheduled meeting in
July.
What will be the economic contagion for the global economy? Global economic
growth has been lackluster year to date, and Brexit is a clear negative, so we
anticipate global GDP growth to slow. We will be watch global manufacturing
indices to provide insight into the extent of the slowdown.
What about equities? Strategists will be busy taking down their year-end targets
for all major markets. A focus on risk-off will be in play until we have greater
clarity on the Brexit fallout, so your traditional risk-off assets like gold will likely
see relative strength. There will be an opportunity to own UK equities; we will be
watching the technicals for signs of a bottoming in conjunction with valuations.
Currently, the FTSE 100 trades at 1.7x price-to-book, a small discount compared
to its 10-year average of 1.9x. The index traded at a low of 1.39x during the 20082009 financial crisis, so as we approach this level we’d view this as an opportunity
to layer in exposure.

Next Steps
 A number of measures need to taken before Brexit becomes final. Article 50 of
the Treaty of Lisbon which covers the rules for exit needs to be invoked which can
be done at the prime minister level without parliament approval. The EU has
asked that the exit talks begin “as soon as possible” and “any delay would
unnecessarily prolong uncertainty”. Talks could begin as soon as Tuesday or
Wednesday next week when David Cameron will see his counterparts at a
European Council summit. Once Article 50 is triggered, a two year-window will
begin for the exit from the union. During this time, the UK will have to work out
the terms of its departure including financial regulations, trade tariffs, and
movement rights of EU citizens, among other things. Throughout the process the
UK will have to abide by EU treaties and laws, but will not be involved in any
decision making. After the two year period, the treaties will no longer apply to
Britain. The bottom line is that this will likely take at least two years before a full
exit becomes a reality and it will also be subject to ratification of national
parliaments, which could slow down the entire process.
Positioning
 Over the last 6 months, we raised cash across our portfolios (in conjunction with
our asset allocation report) and we have generally been taking risk off the table
by moving into defensive equities. We did this, not because we predicted Brexit,
but we wished to prepare for the unlikely scenario and we were cognizant of the
risks in the market. When the market is in panic mode, like today, it is difficult to
know which way to move. If one’s portfolio was not positioned for this outcome,
it’s often best to do nothing, particularly for long-term investors. We cannot
stress enough the importance of proper asset allocation, as a portfolio that holds
a diversified basket of equities, bonds and cash will limit losses in the scenario
that is playing out today. A portfolio that employs proper asset allocation also
gives one the opportunity to reallocate from bonds (which may become
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Market Wide Circuit Breakers
Rule 9.1 of UMIR allows IIROC to
impose a trading halt or suspension
for regulatory purposes. Such a
regulatory halt or suspension may
apply to a particular security traded
on a marketplace, a range of
securities, or to trading of all
securities generally.
Co-ordination of Market-wide Halts
with the United States
IIROC will impose a general
regulatory halt in the trading of all
securities
on
all
Canadian
marketplaces in co-ordination with
the application of Market Wide
Circuit Breakers on markets in the
United States when the S&P 500
Index declines below its closing value
on the previous trading day by:
•
•
•

Level 1 - 7%
Level 2 - 13%
Level 3 - 20%

The length of the regulatory halts at
each level is as follows:
Level 1:
•
•

before 3:25 p.m. – 15 minutes
at or after 3:25 p.m. – trading
shall continue, unless there is a
Level 3 halt

Level 2:
•
•

before 3:25 p.m. – 15 minutes
at or after 3:25 p.m. – trading
shall continue, unless there is a
Level 3 halt

Level 3:
•

at any time – trading shall halt
and not resume for the
remainder of the trading day.
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overvalued) into equities (which may become undervalued). For those looking for
individual equity ideas, we highlight some of our recent additions to our Dividend
Plus+ and Canadian Growth portfolios.
Company
Pure Industrial REIT (AAR.UN-T)
Agnico-Eagle Mines (AEM)

Saputo (SAP-T)

Quebecor (QB.)

Chartwell REIT (CSH.UN-T)

Emera Inc. (EMA-T)



Company Description
Pure Industrial REIT (AAR.UN-T) is a pure-play industrial REIT that owns and manages 166 properties
totalling close to 17 million square feet in Canada and the US.
Agnico-Eagle Mines Ltd. (AEM-T) engages in the exploration, development and production of gold mineral
properties. AEM generates revenue from Canada (67%), Mexico (22%), and Finland (11%). Its flagship mines
include Meadowbank, Canadian Malartic, LaRonde, Pinos Altos and Kittila.
Saputo, Inc. engages in the manufacture, market, and trade of dairy products. It operates through the
following geographic segments: Canada, the US, and internationally. It generates revenue through its
cheese and dairy foods division (53%), dairy division (35%) and dairy ingredients division (13%).
Quebecor, Inc. (QBR’B-T) is a provider of telecommunications, entertainment and news media services. The
company operates mainly out of Quebec and generates its revenue from telecommunications, news media,
and sports and entertainment.
Chartwell Retirement Residences REIT is the largest senior housing operator in Canada owning/managing
24,574 suites; 81% owned/leased suites are assisted/independent living facilities and 19% long-term care.
The REIT is primarily focused in eastern Canada: 49% Ontario, 38% Quebec, 9% BC and 4% Alberta
Emera, Inc. is an energy and services company. The company invests in electricity generation, transmission
and distribution, as well as gas transmission and utility energy services. It has investments throughout
northeastern North America, and in three Caribbean countries. The company operates through five
segments: Nova Scotia Power, Inc., Maine utility operations, Caribbean utility operations, pipelines and
other. The other segment includes Emera energy services, bayside power, utility services, corporate, other
strategic investments, holding companies, and intersegment eliminations.

As the situation evolves, we will keep you updated and will be looking for signals
that the market is finding a bottom, which would indicate a move from risk-off
back to risk-on.
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